1 Introduction Definition 1.1. A codimension n foliation F on a (n + m)-manifold M is given by an open cover {U i } i∈I and submersions f i : U i −→ T over an n-dimensional manifold T and, for U i ∩ U j = ∅, a diffeomorphism γ ij :
We say that {U i , f i , T, γ ij } is a foliated cocycle defining F . A transverse structure to F is a geometric structure on T invariant by the local diffeomorphisms γ ij . We say that F is a Lie G-foliation, if T is a Lie group G and γ ij are restrictions of left translations on G. Such foliation can also be defined by a 1-form ω on M with values in the Lie algebra G such that :
If G is Abelian, ω is given by n linearly independant closed scalar 1-forms ω 1 , ...ω n .
In the general case, the structure of a Lie foliation on a compact manifold, is given by the following theorem due to E. Fédida [2] :
Let F be a Lie G-foliation on a compact manifold M. Let M be the universal covering of M and F the lift of F to M . Then there exist a homomorphism h : π 1 (M) −→ G and a locally trivial fibration D : M −→ G whose fibres are the leaves of F and such that, for every γ ∈ π 1 (M), the following diagram is commutative :
where the first line denotes the deck transformation of γ ∈ π 1 (M) on M.
The group Γ = h(π 1 (M)) (which is a subgroup of G) is called the holonomy group of F although the holonomy of each leaf is trivial. The fibration :
2 Lie-foliation with transverse group SL(n, R)
In the first we want to decompose the group SL(n, R) such that the group GA is one of the factor.
Let us compute an explicite example. Let GA be the Lie group of affine transformations x ∈ R −→ ax + b ∈ R, where b ∈ R and a ∈]0; +∞[. It can be embedded in the group SL(2, R) as follows :
There exist [4] a manifold M equipped with a Lie SL(2, R)-foliation F with GA as the closure of its holonomy group. Then, the basic cohomology of F is the cohomology of differential forms on SL(2, R) invariant by GA. The quotient SL(2; R)/GA is diffeomorphic to the circle S 1 .
Example 2.1. Let F o the Lie GA-foliation on a compact manifold M o . We suppose that F o can't be obtain by inverse image of a homogenous foliation. The projection p :
is local trivial fibration, these fibers define a Lie SL(2, R)-foliation on V o × S 1 and induce a Lie SL(2, R)-foliation F on the manifold V = V o × S 1 which is not conjugate to a homogenous foliation.
Theorem 2.2 (Tischler).
If there exists on a compact manifold M a closed differential form without singularities, then M is fibered on the circle.
Proposition 2.3 (H.Dathe).
A compact manifold that carry a Lie SL(2, R)-foliation is fiber on the circle S 1 .
Our aim is to generalize this proposition to Lie SL(n, R)-foliation. Before that we have Proposition 2.4. We have the decomposition SL(n, R) ∼ = T n−1 × G where T n−1 is the maximal tore of SL(n, R) identify by the subgroup of diagonal matrices. And G is Lie group such that Lie(G) = i =j < E ij > and dimG = n 2 − n. Moreover we have :
Démonstration. Let SL(n, R) the real special linear group and T the maximal tore of SL(n, R) identify with the subgroup of diagonal matrices. We denote by X(T ) the group of morphism T −→ R × . Then T act on the Lie algebra G of SL(n, R) by conjugaison and we have
where H is the subset of diagonal matrices of vanishing trace. Using this splitting we then can decompose SL(n, R) ∼ = T × G such that LieT = H and Lie(G) = i =j < E ij >, E ij being the n × n matrix where the element in the ith line and the jth culumb is equal to 1 and the other elements are vanish. Let Y = (a ij ), i, j = 1, ..., n in H, thus we have
where Y i = (b kl ) is the matrix with b 11 = −1, b kk = 1, k = 1 and b kl = 0 for k = l.
We can easily note that the (Y i ), i = 2, ..., n are also linearily independant, so H =< Y i , i = 2, ..., n > and then dimH = n − 1. This imply than dimT = n − 1, therefore dimG = (n 2 − 1) − (n − 1) = n 2 − n. And by a simple calculation using matrix product, we have the value of the Lie bracket [E ij , E kl ], this finish then the proof.
Remark 2.5. The group G in the previous proposition can be identify with the group SO(n) × SO(n) and the maximal tore T is isomorphic to R n(n+1) 2 −1 /SO(n) and then we have
Proposition 2.6. Let F be a Lie G-foliation on a compact manifold M, with G = G 1 ×G 2 . There exists a Lie G i -foliation F i on M induced by the foliation F .
Démonstration. Let G 1 and G 2 be two Lie groups and F be a Lie G-foliation on a compact manifold M, where
If D is the developing map of F on the universal cover M of M, then the simple foliation defined by p i • D (where p i , i = 1, 2 is the projection of G on G i , i = 1, 2), pass in quotient and induces a foliation F i on M.
Theorem 2.7. A compact manifold that carry a Lie SL(n, R)-foliation fiber on the circle S 1 .
Démonstration. Let M be a compact manifold with a Lie SL(n, R)-foliation. We have also SL(n, R) ∼ = SO(n) × R n(n+1) 2 −1 SL(n, R) ∼ = SO(n) × R n(n+1) 2
Now we take G = SL(n, R), G 1 = SO(n) × R n(n+1) 2 −3 and G 2 = R 2 so using the proposition, the Lie SL(n, R)-foliation induces a Lie R 2 -foliation on M. Since R 2 is abelian the structures equations of the Lie R 2 -foliation are closed 1-forms on M, then using the Tischler theorem, M is a fibration over the circle.
